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Scenes from Santa’s Visit

Many thanks to Bob Brandel for his enthusiastic
representation of Santa Claus to our preschool and
day care students today. His personal touch in
reading special Christmas-themed stories to the
children and his snowball game with our students
will be a special memory of his visit for years to
come! And a special thank you to Kurtis Davis and
Claudia Vaca for their generosity in providing gifts
for all our students. All of you helped make this
day remarkable!

Merry Christmas!
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Simple Traditions that Teach Kids
the Real Meaning of Christmas
By Samantha Lowe
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Christmastime is here! And so begins the all-consuming hubbub of shopping, traffic, long lines, and searches for the hot, new toy. We’re busy,
busy, busy and stressed! The holiday season can kind of just happen to
us while our kids easily swallow the cultural perspective—get, get, get,
and consume!
You don’t need to spin up any new family traditions to make it all about
Jesus. Many of the traditions you’re already keeping can teach kids the
real meaning of Christmas. Practice mindfulness in them, and you can
re-center your family’s celebration.
Put together a nativity scene. Buy (or make!) one in your home that
is kid-proof, so your kids can handle it and play with it. As a family, use
the set to act out the Christmas story. Read the Christmas story together as a family, with the nativity set at the ready. Use it as you
read along to help your kids have an interactive understanding of the
characters they’re reading about.
Enjoy the surprise of an advent calendar. Kids love the anticipation
of opening each day of the advent calendar. Harness that excitement
by choosing an advent calendar that includes snippets of the story of
the birth of Jesus as well as poems, little pictures, tiny objects, or ornaments that represent the real meaning of Christmas.
Believe in Santa Claus. How can the Santa tradition teach your kids
the real meaning of Christmas? Do a little research and teach your kids
that St. Nicholas was a real man, and a very generous, Christian man at
that. Let every Santa you see be a reminder not of gifts to be received,
but the many opportunities we have to be generous.
Decorate a Christmas tree. Kids love staring at a beautiful, decorated
tree and the promise of gifts showing up beneath its boughs. Help
them see more. As you decorate, talk about the evergreen nature of
the tree, that it stays green and vibrant when other trees die. Tie it in
with the victory Jesus won over sin and death by dying on the cross
and coming back to life, and the new, everlasting life we have when we
choose to love and follow Him. You can even ask your kids to look
closely through the ornaments and pick one that reminds them of a
great thing God did in their life during the past year.
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Reminder …
Friday, December 18, is an early
dismissal day. All children should be
picked up by 12 noon.
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